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SALES CIRCUIT REPORT, MARCH 31, 1973;
Manager : Felix Ganz, Apt .3303, 1130 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 60605.

Forty checks and money orders in the total amount of $375 so far
have been received in payment for "takes" from the seven sales circuit
packets that have been circulating among the 20 or so S .A .S .S . members
who to date have taken advantage of this pleasant method of adding to
your collection while at home . The first five books could be retired
after one go-around because sales amounted to over 80% of contents, and
the first checks have gone out to those members who submitted the well-
selling material . Circuits 8 - 10 have just left here, with an average
of $250 worth of saleable materials in each, -- To tell those members
who have not yet taken advantage of S .A .S .S .' new "wrinkle " , either as
buyers or as sellers, WHAT is in demand (and what is not) here follows
a breakdown of what happened to Circuit three, recently returned;
1) Three books with a total of over 350 WWI and WWII soldier labels and
covers had a 98% success, with only 6 stamps returned unsold;
2) An envelope filled with postal stationery "cheapies" had over 60%
sales ; 3) A book with fairly recent mint Pro Juventute stamps with tabs
had NO sales ; 4) an envelope with mint booklets : 33% sold ; FDC and spe-
cial cancellations on cover : 80%+ sold ; 2-books newer mint sets : 25%
sold . -- So, make your own conclusions . -- Currently there are in cir-
culation : mint and used blocks of 4 ; FDCs ; mixed used Swiss ; soldiers
issues ; special cancellations, including railway markings ; coils;

tête-bêches; new mint sets; and covers.
I regret that I cannot accede to some jaded members ' wishes of cir-

culating Double Genevas in centrally canceled blocks of 4, 1870 Red
Cross labels on cover, centrally canceled blocks of 4 prior to 1920 (they
were prohibited by postal regulations to be canceled that way . . . .), nor
Cantonals or Rayons ; but I am waiting for approval books from +b r

members with such material for sale -- preferably at one-half Scott!!!
Since circuits must be kept at About $300 maximum per packet, I

should like to suggest that members wishing to sell really expensive
material list such items with me, including the sales price . I shall
then enclose a list of available expensive material with each circuit
packet, and interested buyers will be put in contact with the seller
either directly or via my intermediary's services . Or : prospective
sellers of expensive materials may wish to advertise in the Herald.
In that manner they can save the circuits' "brokerage fee".

If you are an S .A .S .S . member in good standing (meaning that you
have remitted your 1973 dues), and if you are a collector at least one
step above the "wastepaper basket explorer", but not yet such an ex-
clusive sp ecialist that you already own everything, then the S .A .S .S.
Sales Circuits are for you! Please request a participation form ; and
do it NOW -- and tell a friend about it, too . We need about 50 parti-
cipants to make the thing worthwhile . Thus I suggest to all present
circuit participants that "each one reach one " additional member . OK?
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NEW PROGRAMS FOR S .A .S .S . MEMBERS

Founded a few years ago and operated as
a one man team, the S .A .S .S . has come a long
way and we are all grateful to Herbert

DuRussel for giving us a society, concerned
strictly with our common interest . However,
it became evident to Herb last year that a

society with that many members is too much
for one man to handle . Therefore, a program
was initiated to select officers for the

several posts, normally necessary to run a
society . Four more people emerged to hold
these positions for the 1972-1973 season.
For those of you, who have been baffled by

names in 'the last few Helvetia Heralds and

did not know who is who, here follows a list
of your new officers with their functions and

addresses:

President

	

Jan Donker

16 St . Mary Road
Burlington, Mass . 01803

Vice President

	

Allan Sullivan
Box 3

Portland, Oregon 97207

Secretary

	

Robert T . Clarke
821 Holyoke Place

Gretna, Louisiana 70053

Treasurer & Editor

	

Herbert DuRussel
"Helvetia Herald"

	

1058 Brookdale Ave
Bayshore, New York 11706

Circuit Director

	

Dr . Felix Ganz
Apt . 3303

1130 S . Michigan Ave
Chicago, Illinois 60605

The following programs are in the works

or already in operation:

Sales Circuit

By now the circuit is in full operation and I

can only feel sorry for those who do not yet
participate . I refer to the write-up from

Bob Clarke in last "H .H ." . Dr . Ganz, who is
the brain behind this all and who started to

get this program moving, is not only looking
for people who want to receive the circuits

but also for more material . Even the begin-
ning collector can send in material since a

society with 100 members has a lot more novice
collectors . From here, we comment Dr . Ganz

for his fine work . Use the opportunity to get
free booklets from Bob Clarke to send your

material in .

Helvetia Herald

Since the "Helvetia Herald" is the only contact
we have with all members, it was decided to

mail a minimum of 10 copies a year . Presently,

Allan Sullivan is trying to get permission for

reprints from Swiss magazines to bring you a

variety of interesting articles . However, on
top of this, this is where you, the members,

come in . As requested before, we need your

help . If you have an article, anecdote or

whatever else, please share it with yourfellow
collectors and send copy to Herb DuRussel.

Your officers are working hard to make the
society strong and good for all members.

Without your help this can not be done.

Questions

Many times it has happened that I had questions

in regard to our hobby and did not know whereto
find answers . In that case I turned to th

Swiss P .T .T . As proven previously, thereis no
need for this any more since talent can be four

way closer to home, which has been proven by
corresponding with a wider range of people in

the U .S .A . We are sure that more of us have
questions, for which he or she can not find
readily made answers . Please submit these
questions to one of the above named officers.

We will immediately go into action to find an

answer and send you this by mail . But also,
we will place your question with the answer in

the "H .H ." so that others may profit from it.
If requested, your name will not be mentioned

in the "H.H ." All it costs you is an eight
cent stamp and the society as a whole will

profit by your participation.

Advertisements

The "H .H ." has run very few ads from members.
This program however may help you greatly in

finding that specific item, not found in
sales-circuits and stores . Try it . Also,

those reading these ads are requested to help
a fellow collector and look in his own collec-

tion what he can send . I send in such an
for stamps from the Wilhelm Tell issue and

zero respond . Knowing that practically every-
body has some Tell stamps, I was highly amazed.

Therefore I urge all members to send in their
ads and the others to read their "H .H ." and

participate in this services



POSTAL MARKINGS AND CANCELLATIONS IN
SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN, PART XXI

THE SWISS NAVY (or cancellations applied in or
near Switzerland on or near bodies of water).

By Felix Ganz

II. LakeThunorThoune (Thunersee ; Berner Oberland, between Thun and Interlaken)
A) From this "sister lake" of Lake Brienz (and connected with it since 1872 by a raiI line across

the marshy flats now calIed Interlaken that was originally known as "Bödelibahn") one very rare SPO
marking (Fig .7) is known for a few years in the later 1870s (Known: 1874-76 ; reports of additionaI
dates much appreciated), and its value, on stamp on cover, is min . $50.

B) Similar to Lake Brienz, the Bern-Lötschberg-Simplon railroad (BLS) which now
operates Iake steamers and ship stations on both lakes, issued dateless rubber cachets

to most of its vessels (
BlümlisaIp, Beatus, Niederhorn, Niesen,

Bubenberg, Thun,Jungfrau, Spiez,
Stadt Bern; Fig.8), and mail de-
posited in the ships' maiI coIIec-
tion boxes receives these cachets
(or sometimes the ship's date canceler, Fig . 9).
Fig.10 shows four such cachets ON the stamps.

These are aII pIainest favor cancels (actuaIly not permitted), and none served postaI purposes . They
are shown here, however, to warn coIIectors of this field against paying very fancy prices for made-
to-order, non-mailed (and non-mailable) items.

C) Mail from the Lake Thun ships is taken off board and then date-canceIed (hand or machine) in
Thun-Bahnhof, Spiez, or Interlaken (Fig .11).
D) Ship station posting strikes that are Ie-
gitimate are known to this writer ONLY
from Interlaken West (Interlaken-Thunersee)
(Fig.12a & b) . All other towns and villages
along both shores of this Iake have dupIi-
cating rail (or bus) service (South shore
since 1897/99 ; North shore since 1913) ; and

;hip station cancels such as those
	 shown	 from Oberhofen, or Thun Bhf.
	 are fa vor items, or souvenirs at best
(Fig.13) -- though stilI amusing ! !
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III. Lake Zug or Zougue (Zugersee ; Central Switzerland)
A) An extremely rare SPO marking (cds) was
discovered a few years ago on a few pieces of mail posted on
this small Iake in 1881 and 1882 (Fig . 14) . Very little,
if anything is known about the history of these cancel-
Iations and the need for a SPO on that lake.

B) In very recent times ship cancellations from lake
Zug have been seen on non-favor canceled mail (Fig .15).
Reasons for this are not clear; but letters have been de-
livered with such marks through ordinary mail.

IV. Lake Lucerne (Vierwaldstättersee ; Central Switzerland)
A) Ship mail from this lake that harbors many historic places connected with the founding of the

Swiss Confederation (the Rütli Meadow; the rock -- Tellsplatte -- where William Tell supposedIy es-
caped from his Austrian captors ; etc .) existed for over one hundred years, most of it on the line
from Lucerne to Flüelen on the St .Gotthard pass route ; and prior to the estabIishing of SPOs (in 1857)
mail and freight had been carried on this lake for hundreds of years . The foIlowing ship cancellations
are known between that year and about 1970 when according to the Official Swiss Railroad and Ship
Time Table (which shows, in a special "Postal Issue", all RPOs and SPOs in existence each year) the
last SPO was abolished:

a) Double Ring with floating date:
WALDSTÄTTERSEE (Fig .16)

SCHIFFSBUREAU LUZERN (sim. to Fig.17)
SCHIFFSBUREAU No 2 LUZERN (Fig . 17)

b) DoubIe Ring with enclosed bridge and large encircled cross:
LUZERN - FLÜELEN I (Fig .18) . Also same, but II.
LUZERN - FLÜELEN - LUZERN (sim. to Fig.19)

FLÜELEN - LUZERN - FLÜELEN (Fig .19)

c) Double Ring with enclosed bridge and small cross at bottom:
SCHIFFB LUZERN - FLEE LEN I . ; idem, with H. (Fig . 20)

d) Double Ring with encl. bridge and 2 stars, Iarge size:
LUZERN - ALPNACH SCHIFF (Fig.21)
LUZERN - FLÜELEN SCHIFF (sim. to Fig.21)
LUZERN - FLÜELEN SCHIFF (Fig.22)(cross at top; 8 bars)
LUZERN - FLÜELEN SCHIFF (Fig.23)(no bars at aIl)

) Double Ring with extended bridge, smaller size:
LUZERN - FLÜELEN SCHIFF (6 bars each, top & bottom)
idem, 7 bars each, top and bottom (Fig .24)
idem, 8 bars each, top and bottom

f) Double Ring with open bridge, 2 stars, unshaded cross:
LUZERN - FLÜELEN SCHIFF (Fig.25)

g) In addition, on the line from Lucerne to Alpnach, a postal mail line existed in
connection with the narrow gauge line to Engelberg, and the mail clerk who made
the entire trip (ship and rail) carried with him a canceIer reading
LUZERN - ENGELBERG - LUZERN BAHNPOST (Fig.26) that came in two forms, with or
without bars in the two semicircle segments . Subtypes, with Swiss cross shaded
or unshaded, are observed as well . This RPO/SPO arrangement ended on December
18,1964 . From December 19 on a direct train link across a lake narrows eIiminated
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thé need for any SPO even on part of the line ; but the identical cds strike continued to be used for
the rail trip Lucerne-Hergiswil-Stans-Engelberg.

Not all Lake Lucerne ships had an actuaI SPO; but even on those
one could, if desired, post mail "en route", particularly so special deli-
very mail, but also mail that was destined for a Iocality on the very run
the respective ship made. Most of the time Lake Lucerne ships used for
this purpose large single ring cancelers (Fig .27), with an anchor at the
top and with the ship's name in caps below a boxed date . Occasionally,
and probabIy at a Iater date, smaller lake carriers received dodecagonal
ship's marks (Fig .28), and at a much earlier period half-circle marks
were also in use (Fig .29) . Most of these ship cds or ds were NOT used
regularly, though, on mail; but they rather served to stamp freight papers

and the like. But they DO exist legitimately (as well as in the form of favor cancels . Caution!).
At some date in the 1930s, it seems, most Lake Lucerne ships received ship posting marks (Fig.30).

They are found either alone, with the letter canceled at the post office at the end of the run, or to-
gether with the SPO mark, or at times next to the large ships' date cancelers . No fixed regulations
seem to have existed.

Mail from ships without an SPO normally was canceled in Luzern (Fig . 31), at the end of each

run; but when the phasing out of all SPO routes started, mail was also at times taken off the ships at
intermediate stops or the most distant point from Lucerne, as is shown in Fig .32 (ship cachet RIGI,
and machine canceIIation BRUNNEN.

D) Several ship station cancellations (of towns on this lake's shores that do not have any rail
connection, nor adequate bus service, and thus really depend on the boat services) are seen reasonably

o

	

(Fig.33-40) . Their use follows the same regulations (established about 1924) that govern the use,
probabIy on weekends when the regular town post office is closed, of simiIar-shaped railroad station
cancellations. Any mail deposited in the station mailbox (or in our case here on the village pier) MUST
be canceIed by the station master on Saturday afternoons, on Sundays, and on days that generally fall
into the category of holidays so as to assure delivery on the morning of the next working day . Prior
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Chapters

We know that some of you have started trying
to form new chapters . If you failed, try
again . We are primarily thinking of the 200
or so big cities in the U .S .A. If you did
not try as yet, start today and you will see
how gratifying it is . By personal experience
I know that especially the ladies are real
go-getters so please, ladies, show that the
women's lib was not all in vain.

New Members

If you are a member of a local stamp club,
please help your S .A .S .S. by advertising by
word of mouth or by an ad to bring other
people in contact with the S .A.S .S . New
membership forms are available just by
requesting them from Herb DuRussel.

Finally this word . All officers from the
S .A .S .S . try to make our Society the biggest,
the best and the strongest Swiss stamp collec-
tors society in the U .S .A . and even around the
world . Having members is half the battle.
Having actively participating members is our
goal . So, please go out of your way by
writing us your wishes and find a new member.
Thank you . For the next "H .R ." I will prepare
another article in the series. "Another way of
collecting stamps ."



SWITZERLAND'S NEW STAMPS
Europa and Pro Patria stamps 1973

Six special stamps will be released in all Swiss Postoffices, according to
word. received from Bern . On April 30th, 1973 there will be issued a pair to
commemorate the 1973 meeting of the European Conference of Posts and Telecom-
munications (EUROPA-CEPT), while the annual "Pro Patria" set of four will be
issued on May 29th.

Both the 25 centime, red, brown and yellow, and 40c blue and yellow values
of the CEPT set will feature the design created by Norwegian artist Leif Frimann
Anisdahl, as adapted by Heinrich Kuempel, of Zurich . Being used by all CEPT
member nations. this year, it shows three arrows in the form of a posthorn, to
symbolize the Posts, Telephones and Telegraph activities of the conference.

The "Pro Patria" set will continue the "Archeological Finds" theme begun in
1972, showing various artifacts of different ancient epochs found in Switzerland
and now preserved in Swiss museums . All objects are reproduced in natural color.

The 15+5 centime depicts a bulging vessel of the late Celtic age, which was
discovered in a dump of the Rauraric settlement near Basel, and now is in that
city's Historical Museum.

Nearly spherical, its elegant curves give it a light appearance to belie its
actual weight . Its shoulder is decorated with whirl and bubble ornaments painted
in finely shaded beige colors, while the neck and belly are a dark brownish—red
to definitely identify it as being the workmanship of a Celtic artisan, and it
represents a culture that extended from the Alps through the continent and into
Ireland.

The 30+10c portrays the head of a Gaul which was found 200 years ago at
Prilly, near Lausanne, and now is in Bern's famous Historical Museum. Cast in

bronze during the first or second century AD, it obviously was part of a full,
life-size statue, although both the body and the head's eyeballs, made of some

colored substance are lost . Its physical characteristics reveal it to be a Celt
and probably a nobleman who lived in the Gallo-Roman territories which included
the ancient Helvetians.

The 60+20c depicts a gold bowl of the 6th Century BC, and now a treasure of
the Swiss National Museum, in Zurich . Apart from the smooth edge with its
reinforcing rib, the whole surface is thickly studded or embossed ;. Three

ornamental areas may be distinguished : suns and moons alternating around the

top; a series of only moons around the bottom, and a line of seven animals in
between. A stag can be definitely identified, but whether the others are hinds
or dogs is uncertain . . .The original, in chased gold, weighs just two pounds, is
12cm high, and 25cm in diameter, and was found in 1906, at Zurich-Altstetten .



The 40+20o shows a pair of Alamannic fibulae or dress fasteners of the 6th
Century AD, and is also now in the Zurich Museum.

The gold cells of these splendid jewelry items are underlaid with waffle-shaped,
gilt sheet silver and filled in with dark red semiprecious stones and green,
opaqued glass . A pin and pin-holder for fastening the dress are attached to theback
Although bird-shaped fibulae were occasionally found during the Middle Ages, the
large fish fibulae are unique . This pair, each measuring 9cm, came from the

cemetery of Buelach, in the Canton of Zurich.

The designs are by Eugen and Max Lenz, eminent Zurich artists, while printing
is by Courvoisier-Helio, which also produced the EUROPA-CEPT PAIR was produced
in intaglio by the Swiss Postal Printing Plant, in Bern . Both sets are on white
paper containing a mixture of violet fibres and coated with a luminescent substance.

In addition to the stamps, the Swiss Postal Administration will have special
first-day envelopes and postal markings . For the first set the cachet reproduces
the "posthorn-arrow" design, which also forms part of the cancellation die . The
one for the "Pro Patria" set has the fish-fibulae design in the engraved cachet,
while the Celtic vase is part of the cancel . These cost 30 centimes apiece and
may be obtained from the PHILATELIC SERVICE OFFICE, PTT, CH-3000, Bern, Switzerland .
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